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"What you leave behind is
not what is engraved in

stone monuments, but what
is woven into the lives of

others."
- Pericles

Gratitude, Remembrance, 
and the   

Man Who Rocked Our Worlds  
Today, March 17, is the nineteenth anniversary of Robert A. Monroe's passing.

It may seem peculiar to celebrate the death
date of someone who demonstrated such
vitality, genius, and creativity during his
lifetime. But we're talking about Bob Monroe
-- the guy who asked us all to consider that
we are more than our physical bodies; the
guy who spent forty years exploring who he
was beyond his own physicality. March 17,
1995, was simply the day he slipped out of
his human form for the last time -- and
moved consciously into a realm with which,
by that time, he was intimately familiar. 

We celebrate the Earth-life experience of
Bob HERE and the eternal consciousness of
Bob THERE. Perhaps more to the point, this
anniversary is an opportunity for those of us
still on the planet to recall the profound
impact that Robert A. Monroe continues to make in our lives as we use the tools,
perspective, and skills we received from him.

About 200 of TMI's Facebook fans chimed in when asked to, "let us know in ONE
word what is the greatest gift you have received from Bob Monroe?" Responses were
varied and heart felt. Click on the word cloud image below to see an enlargement.

From all of us who have benefited so immensely from your gifts, 

Thank you, Bob Monroe!Thank you, Bob Monroe! 

Escape to Freedom
Awakening Consciousness 

In his book, Far Journeys, Bob Monroe introduced the concept of Escape
Velocity...not in reference to his out-of-body experiences, but as a way of explaining
how we can break away from the seemingly never ending Earth-life cycle. In his view,
this was to be done by collecting "energy" from the original creative source during our
lifetimes and thereby awaking consciousness and attaining escape velocity. He
sometimes referred to the lack of escape velocity, and the subsequent Earth-life
entrapment belief system, as being "terra-fied." In Bob's last book, Ultimate
Journey, his nonphysical EXCOM, or Executive Committee, brought up the idea of
Escape Velocity once again. Bob was told that as one attains this velocity, so to
speak, one achieves freedom...not for just eternity but infinity...an interesting choice
of words from EXCOM's point of view.

View on the TMI website... 
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Consciousness Moves to Another Universe at
Death
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Wanted!
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Consciousness
creates your

reality
Talk live with Joseph

Gallenberger

Mark the date! On March 19th at
8 PM Eastern time talk live with

Dr Gallenberger about his
experiences and tools for

manifestation, healing, and
psychokinesis. 

Simply Call:
559-726-1200

Enter Code #772574

Local Chapter
Network  

"volunteering our time
to help you connect"

The LCN is a global organization,
supporting those who have attended TMI
programs and introducing those new to
the work of Bob Monroe and TMI to the
tools for exploring and expanding
consciousness. 

The LCN offers the opportunity to "dip a
toe into the water" for little or no cost and
minimal time. For those who may not see
themselves attending a program at TMI,
the LCN provides exposure to a group of
like-minded people, ideas, and the Hemi-
Sync® and SAM technologies.

The LCN Leadership Council thanks
everyone from around the world for their
time and continued dedication. Without
you we would not exist.

 
Download the latest LCN

Newsletter Form a new Local Chapter 
 
  

Or for inquiries contact
the LCN Leadership Council   

 

  

See what's new in 
The HUB: Adventures in Consciousness 

_____________________________

HUB Highlights
Meet the Man Who Transforms
Corpses into Diamonds 

Scientists Claim Quantum
Theory Proves Consciousness
Moves to Another Universe at
Death 

Parallel Worlds Exist and Will
Soon Be Testable, Expert Says 

The HUB offers content we think people
who are interested in TMI will be
interested in. When you notice HUB-
worthy items please send a link. 

  

  

Contact TMI  
                                          

            The Monroe Institute 
365 Roberts Mountain Road

Faber, Virginia 22938
(434) 361-1500 * Toll Free: 866-881-3440

www.monroeinstitute.org
info@monroeinstitute.org

Visit our Online Store 24 hours a day.
Office Hours:  Monday through Friday,

9:00 am - 5:00 pm   
 

                             Our program schedule. 


